Contact Barbara at the Gen Ed Office <muellera@hawaii.edu>, if you want an item added to the agenda.

### Activity | Action
---|---
**Call to Order** |  
**Minutes/liaison reports of October 30, 2006** | Approval

### ACTION AND INFORMATION ITEMS

1. Reports (Hilgers)
   - Follow-up on WASC Proposal
   - ITE 343 conditional approval removed
2. Follow up on courses
   - Baroni: Vote on WS 495 (3 Focus designations)
   - Stitt-Bergh: Decide on articulation of ANTH 200
     - UHM plans to eliminate its ANTH 200.
     - Recommendation: any system ANTH 200 should transfer as ANTH DS.
3. GEC’s D Review Processes (Baroni)
   - Summary of materials received ([email attachment](#))
   - Determine review procedures
   - When to notify system campuses of UHM decisions
4. Authorization to Approve S07 recommendations (Hilgers)
   - Vote to allow Baroni and Hilgers to approve Focus recommendations for GEC, 11/17-12/4
5. Simplification (Hilgers)
   - Report on Transfer Issues meeting
   - Act on suggestions from 10/2 meeting
     - Delegating approval rights to boards;
     - Eliminating D/FG rule
6. Sustainability Course Designation ([email attachment](#)) (Bigus)
   - Discuss issues relating to use of an “S” for Sustainability Certificate courses
7. Focus Course Data (Hilgers)
   - Discuss needs in particular majors ([GEO handout](#))
8. Wrap up and adjournment
   - Next meeting; any assignments, agenda items.